INTRODUCTION
The transport of fusion-born alpha particles (α's) is a key issue for deuterium-tritium (DT) plasma in a tokamak reactor, as it influences the plasma heating profile, the magnitude of alpha losses and the distribution of the helium ash. Over the α-particle slowing down time the fast ion radial transport can be significantly enhanced over the neoclassical level by the presence of Alfvén Eigenmodes (AEs) which resonate with fast ions. These modes, which are associated with the frequency gaps of the shear Alfvén spectrum in toroidal plasmas, were extensively studied in JET deuterium plasmas using various excitation methods [1] . High fusion power DT experiments on JET (Table I ) have made feasible direct experimental investigations of AE stability in the presence of α-population with P α ≤ 3 2
. MW. An important result from the high fusion power Hot-ion H-mode DT experiments on JET is that AEs are stable even at the highest fusion power with α-particle beta β α ( ) . 0 0 7% ∪ . The aim of this paper is to analyse whether the stability of α-driven AEs in DT plasmas is consistent with observations of AE instabilities driven by ICRH-generated fast protons in similar deuterium discharges [1] , and with modelling of AE instabilities. 
ICRF-DRIVEN AES IN HOT ION H-MODE DEUTERIUM PLASMA
We select one of the deuterium discharges (pulse #40308) with an ICRH power of It is seen in Fig.1 that the amplitudes of the TAEs gradually decrease in time. Finally, the TAEs disappear completely at the time of the peak DD fusion performance (Fig.2) , which corresponds to the time of the highest α-particle pressure in similar DT discharges. The distribution of ICRH-generated fast protons computed by the PION code [6] shows that neither the fast ion energy content nor the fast ion pressure gradient decrease during the time of the observed TAE activity. Consequently one cannot explain the observed decline and disappearance of TAEs by a decrease in the fast ion drive.
In order to understand the temporal evolution of the core-localised TAEs, the JET plasma equilibria and normal modes are computed for the pulse #40308 at time slices ranging from ∆ , where
/ , S r q dq dr = ( / ) / , β is the plasma toroidal beta, ′ ∆ is the Shafranov shift, and ε = r R / . The MISHKA modelling shows that the only AEs, which persist at t > 13.0 sec, are the KTAEs [5] . However, KTAEs have antiballooning structure and cannot interact effectively with ICRF-generated trapped ions. Therefore KTAEs can only be excited by passing fast ions, such as α-particles.
STABILITY OF ALPHA-PARTICLE DRIVEN KTAES
Hot-ion H-mode discharges similar to #40308 were repeated with a DT mixture to maximize fusion performance. For the modelling of α-driven AEs we select a NBI only DT discharge (pulse #42677) with fusion power P fusion =11.5 MW. Core-localised TAEs are found by the MISHKA code for #42677 for early times only. The only AEs which can be computed by the code at the later times of peak performance are the KTAEs, which are radially-extended and are therefore subject to stronger damping than the core-localised TAEs. Linear stability analysis of KTAEs driven by the alpha-particles is performed by the CASTOR-K code [7] and the MISHKA code. It is found that the α-particle drive yields a normalised growth rate γ ω α / . % = 0 27 , while This result is in agreement with both the observed AE evolution in deuterium comparison discharges and the modelling of AEs.
